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We study the position restricted substring searching (PRSS) problem, where the task is
to index a text T [0 . . .n − 1] of n characters over an alphabet set Σ of size σ , in order to
answer the following: given a query pattern P (of length p) and two indices  and r, report
all occ,r occurrences of P in T [ . . . r]. Known indexes take O (n logn) bits or O (n log1+ n)
bits space, and answer this query in O (p + logn + occ,r logn) time or in optimal O (p +
occ,r) time respectively, where  is any positive constant. The main drawback of these
indexes is their space requirement of Ω(n logn) bits, which can be much more than the
optimal n logσ bits to store the text T . This paper addresses an open question asked by
Mäkinen and Navarro [LATIN, 2006], which is whether it is possible to design a succinct
index answering PRSS queries eﬃciently. We ﬁrst study the hardness of this problem and
prove the following result: a succinct (or a compact) index cannot answer PRSS queries
eﬃciently in the pointer machine model, and also not in the RAM model unless bounds
on the well-researched orthogonal range query problem improve. However, for the special
case of suﬃciently long query patterns, that is for p = Ω(log2+ n), we derive an |CSA f | +
|CSAr |+ o(n) bits index with optimal query time, where |CSA f | and |CSAr | are the space (in
bits) of the compressed suﬃx arrays (with O (p) time for pattern search) of T and
←−
T (the
reverse of T ) respectively. The space can be reduced further to |CSA f | + o(n) bits with a
resulting query time will be O (p+occ,r + log3+ n). For the general case, where there is no
restriction on pattern length, we obtain an O ( 1
3
n logσ) bits index with O (p + occ,r +n)
query time. We use suﬃx sampling techniques to achieve these space-eﬃcient indexes.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Given a text T [0 . . .n − 1] of size n over an alphabet set Σ of size σ , the fundamental problem in text indexing is to
preprocess T and maintain an index such that whenever a pattern P (of length p) comes as a query, all occ occurrences of
P in T can be reported eﬃciently. Classical indexes such as suﬃx trees and suﬃx arrays can answer this query in O (p+occ)
and O (p + logn + occ) time respectively [18,17,16]. However, these indexes take O (n logn) bits space, which can be much
more than the optimal n logσ bits. For example, in the human genome data (Σ = {A,G,C, T }), logσ is 2 whereas logn
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but space-limited main memory. This long standing problem was positively answered via the compressed suﬃx array by
Grossi and Vitter [10] and the FM-index by Ferragina and Manzini [8] (see [15] for an excellent survey). While these indexes
handle general pattern matching queries eﬃciently in compressed space, our focus is on designing space eﬃcient indexes
for a special problem called Position-restricted substring searching (PRSS) deﬁned as follows:
The query input consists of a pattern P (of length p) and two indices  and r, and the task is to report all occ,r
occurrences of P in T [ . . . r].
PRSS queries are fundamental in many text searching applications, where the objective is to search only a part of the text
collection. Examples include restricting the search to a subset of dynamically chosen documents in a document database,
restricting the search to only parts of a long DNA sequence, etc. [14]. This problem also ﬁnds applications in information
retrieval.
1.1. Related work
The PRSS problem was introduced by Mäkinen and Navarro [14]. They proposed an O (n logn) bits index with a query
time of O (p + logn + occ,r logn), where occ,r is the number of occurrences of P in T [ . . . r]. Similar work has been done
by Hon et al. [12]. Mäkinen and Navarro [14] proposed an O (n log1+ n) bits index as well (where  is any positive constant)
with a near optimal query time of O (p + log logn + occ,r), which was improved to O (p + log logσ + occ,r) by Kopelowitz
et al. [13] and further to optimal O (p+occ,r) by Bille and Gørtz [3]. Another optimal query time solution is by Crochemore
et al. [7], however its space requirement is O (n1+) bits.
The counting version of PRSS is also a well studied problem. The O (n logn) bits index by Mäkinen and Navarro [14]
can count the number of occurrences occ,r in O (p + logn) time. A solution by Bille and Gørtz [3] takes the space of
O (n log2 n/ log2 logn) bits and can answer queries in O (p + log logn) time. Another solution by Kopelowitz et al. [13]
slightly improves this query time to O (p + log logσ), while maintaining the same space bounds. Recently, Gagie and
Gawrychowski proposed an O (n logn) bits solution with (p + log logn) query time, which can be improved to optimal
O (p) if σ = logO (1) n [9].
1.2. Our contributions
In this paper, we investigate the possibility of deriving space eﬃcient indexes (i.e., taking O (n logσ) bits space instead
of Ω(n logn) bits) for the PRSS problem. The following are our main results:
• Designing an O (n logσ) bits index which can answer PRSS queries in poly-logarithmic time is at least as hard as design-
ing a linear space structure performing 3-dimensional orthogonal range reporting in poly-logarithmic time.
• On a pointer machine, we derive a lower bound of Ω(n log2 n/ log2 logn) bits of space for any index with O (p logO (1) n+
occ,r) query time.
• For the special case when p = Ω(log2+ n), we develop an |CSA f | + |CSAr | + o(n) bits index with optimal O (p + occ,r)
query time, where |CSA f | and |CSA f | are the space (in bits) of the compressed suﬃx arrays (with O (p) time for pattern
search) of T and
←−
T (the reverse of T ) respectively and  is any positive constant. The index space can be further
reduced to |CSA f | + o(n) bits, with a resulting query time of O (p + occ,r + log3+ n).
• We develop an O ( 1
3
n logσ) bits index that can answer PRSS queries in O (p + occ,r +n) time without any restriction
on pattern length.
1.3. Organization of the paper
Section 2 is dedicated to preliminaries. In Section 3, we prove the hardness of the PRSS problem and also derive a space
lower bound in the pointer machine model for any index with query time O (p logO (1) +occ,r). In Section 4, we design
our compressed index with optimal query time for the special case when the query pattern is suﬃciently long. Finally, in
Section 5, we introduce a succinct (compact) index which does not have any restriction on pattern length. However, in this
case, the query time is sub-linear rather than poly-logarithmic.
1 In this paper, we use the terms succinct and compact interchangeably to mean O (n logσ) bit index. The term compressed refers to entropy based
compression.
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2.1. Suﬃx arrays and compressed suﬃx arrays
For the text T [0 . . .n − 1] to be indexed, each substring T [i . . .n − 1], with i ∈ [0,n − 1], is called a suﬃx of T . The suﬃx
array SA[0 . . .n − 1] is an array of length n, where SA[i] is the starting position (in T ) of the ith lexicographically smallest
suﬃx of T [16]. An important property of SA is that the starting positions of all suﬃxes with the same preﬁx are always
stored in a contiguous region in SA. Based on this property, we deﬁne the suﬃx range of a pattern P to be the maximal
range [a,b] in SA, such that for all j ∈ [a,b], S A[ j] is the starting point of a suﬃx of T with P as a preﬁx. The suﬃx array
along with a data structure called the longest common preﬁx (LCP) array takes O (n logn) bits space and can ﬁnd the suﬃx
range of a pattern P in O (p + logn) time.
The compressed suﬃx array (CSA) is a space-eﬃcient version of the suﬃx array which takes space close to the size of
the text [10,8,1,15]. For our purpose, we shall assume the nHk + O (n)+ o(n logσ)-bits CSA by Belazzougui and Navarro [1],
which can ﬁnd the locus of P in O (p) time, even when the alphabet size is large. Here Hk represents the kth order empirical
entropy of the text. Using backward search, the suﬃx ranges of all suﬃxes of the pattern P can be computed in O (p) time.
2.2. Orthogonal range reporting in 3-D (RR3D)
Let S be a given set of n points of the form (xi, yi, zi) in a [0,n − 1] × [0,n − 1] × [0,n − 1] grid. An orthogonal
range reporting query consists of three input ranges (x′, x′′), (y′, y′′) and (z′, z′′) and the task is to output all those points
(x j, y j, z j) such that, x′  x j  x′′, y′  y j  y′′ and z′  z j  z′′ . The best known data structure for this problem in the
RAM model is by Chan et al. [4], having a space requirement of O (n log2+ n) bits and query time of O (log logn+ |output|),
where |output| is the output size.
3. Hardness of PRSS problem
In this section, we ﬁrst prove the hardness of the PRSS problem.
Theorem 1. Designing a succinct (compact) index answering PRSS queries in poly-logarithmic time is at least as hard as designing a
linear space data structure performing 3-dimensional orthogonal range reporting in poly-logarithmic time.
Assuming a poly-logarithmic query time structure for PRSS in succinct space, we shall show how 3-dimensional range
searching can be made poly-logarithmic in linear space.
Let S be a set of n points of the form (xi, yi, zi) for i = 0,1,2, . . . ,n − 1 in a [0,n − 1] × [0,n − 1] × [0,n − 1] grid, such
that zi  zi+1. Note that each point in S can be represented using O (logn) bits. Let 〈s〉 denote the binary string representing
an integer s ∈ [0,n − 1] and let ←−〈s〉 denote the reverse of 〈s〉. Now we construct the following string T ′ , which consists of
O (n logn) characters taken from an alphabet set Σ = {0,1,#, } and is formed by concatenating the following:
T ′ = ←−−−〈y1〉#〈x1〉  ←−−−〈y2〉#〈x2〉  · · ·  ←−−−〈yn〉#〈xn〉
Assume there exists a succinct (or a compact) data structure answering PRSS queries in poly-logarithmic time. Then,
we ﬁrst index T ′ (having constant alphabet size) in O (|T ′|) = O (n logn) bits space. Now consider a 3-dimensional range
reporting query (RR3D) on S , where we need to output all the points within the query box [x′, x′′] × [y′, y′′] × [z′, z′′]. We
prove that this RR3D on S can be reduced to O (log2 n) PRSS queries on T ′ . The following lemma shows how to generate
patterns corresponding to PRSS queries.
Lemma 1. A given range [a,b], where 0 a b  n− 1 can be represented by a set S ′ = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} of k 2 logn binary strings.
None of these strings is a preﬁx of another. For any integer j, j ∈ [a,b] if and only if there exists si ∈ S ′ such that si is a preﬁx of 〈 j〉.
Proof. Let Λ be a trie of binary representations of all integers ∈ [0,n− 1], such that the ith leftmost leaf represents integer
i − 1. Now any range [a,b] on leaves in Λ can be split into k  2 logn non-overlapping sub-ranges such that each of these
sub-range represents the complete sub-tree of a unique node u in Λ. Then S ′ is the set of paths(u)’s of all such nodes,
where path(u) is the concatenation of edge labels (0 or 1) in the path from root to u. 
Let S ′X , and S ′Y represent the set of binary strings (constructed using Lemma 1) corresponding to the intervals [x′, x′′]
and [y′, y′′] respectively. Then, we generate a set S ′P of binary strings as follows: S ′P = {←−sy#sx|sx ∈ S ′X , sy ∈ S ′Y }. Note that
we can have O (log2 n) combinations of sx and sy , hence S ′P consists of O (log
2 n) distinct binary strings of length O (logn).
Lemma 2. If an occurrence of a string P ∈ S ′ overlaps with the ith # symbol in T ′ , then x′  xi  x′′ and y′  yi  y′′ .P
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follows from Lemma 1. 
Let  and r be such that z < z′  z+1  zr  z′′ < zr+1. In order to report the points within [x′, x′′] × [y′, y′′] × [z′, z′′],
it is enough to ﬁnd those occurrences of P ∈ S ′P within T ′[′, r′], where ′ is the starting location of the th  in T ′
and r′ is the starting location of the rth  in T ′ (proof follows from the deﬁnition of T ′ and Lemma 2). Thus we have
a total of O (log2 n) PRSS queries with patterns of length O (logn). Therefore, if there exists an O (n logσ) bits index with
O (p logc n+|output| logd n) query time for PRSS queries, then there exists an O (n logn) bits data structure performing RR3D
in O (logc+3 n + |output| logd n) time, where c and d are any constants. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Any data structure supporting PRSS queries in O (p logO (1) n + occ,r) time in pointer machine model has to use
Ω(n log2 n/ log2 logn) bits space.
Proof. Assume that there exists an o(n log2 n/ log2 logn) bits index answering PRSS queries in O (p logc n + occ,r) time.
Then we can construct an o(n log2 n/ log2 logn) words data structure supporting RR3D queries in time O (logc+3 n+|output|)
(follows from the proof of Theorem 1). In the pointer machine model, this contradicts the following lower bound by
Chazelle: any data structure supporting RR3D queries in O (logO (1) n + |output|) has to use at least Ω(n log2 n/ log2 logn)
words space [5]. 
4. Optimal-time compressed index for long patterns
In this section, we prove the following.
Theorem 3. There exists an |CSA f | + |CSAr | + o(n) bits index supporting PRSS queries in optimal O (p + occ,r) time for p =
Ω(log2+ n).
Let α = Θ(log2+/2 n) be a sampling factor. We introduce the following deﬁnitions:
• α-sampled suﬃx: T [x . . .n − 1] is an α-sampled suﬃx if x ≡ 0 (mod α).
• α-sampled preﬁx: T [0 . . . x− 1] is an α-sampled preﬁx if x ≡ 0 (mod α).
• Offset-t occurrence: An occurrence of P at position i in T (i.e., P = T [i . . . i + p − 1]) is an offset-t occurrence, if i ≡
t (mod α).
Therefore, an offset-0 occurrence of P is always a preﬁx of an α-sampled suﬃx of T . The following is true for an offset-t
occurrence with 1  t < p (hence it is true for p  α as α > t): the preﬁx P [0 . . . t − 1] of P (of length t) is a suﬃx of
an α-sampled preﬁx T [0 . . . x − 1] and the suﬃx P [t . . . p − 1] of P (of length p − t) is a preﬁx of an α-sampled suﬃx
T [x . . .n − 1].
4.1. Our index
The construction of our index is based on the assumption that p  α. It consists of the following components:
• CSA f : compressed suﬃx array of T .
• CSAr : compressed suﬃx array of ←−T , where ←−T is the reverse of T (i.e., ←−T [i] = T [n − 1− i]).
• RR3D Structure: For each α-sampled suﬃx T [x . . .n − 1], we deﬁne a triplet (x, y, z) such that y is the lexicographic
rank of T [x . . .n − 1] among all suﬃxes of T and z be the lexicographic rank of T [0 . . . x − 1] among the reverse of all
preﬁxes of T . Therefore, the yth leftmost entry (i.e., corresponding to the yth leftmost leaf in its suﬃx tree) in CSA f
corresponds to T [x . . .n − 1] and the zth leftmost entry in CSAr corresponds to T [0 . . . x − 1]. Since we have Θ(n/α)
α-sampled suﬃxes, the number of triplets is bounded by O (n/α). The size of an RR3D structure [4] maintained over
these triplets can be bounded by O ((n/α) log2+′ n) = o(n) bits (assume ′ < /2).
Putting all space terms together, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The total space of our index is |CSA f | + |CSAr | + o(n) bits.
4.2. Query answering
Let [L ft , R ft ] be the suﬃx range of P [t . . . p−1] in CSA f . Using backward search on CSA f , [L ft , R ft ] for t = 0,1,2, . . . , p−1
can be computed in O (p) time. Similarly, let [Lrt , Rrt ] be the suﬃx range of P [0 . . . t −1] (where t  1) in CSAr . Then, [Lrt , Rrt ]
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consists of α steps and in the tth step for t = 0,1,2, . . . ,α − 1, we retrieve all offset-t occurrences of P in T [, r].
First, we show how to retrieve all offset-0 occurrences. That is, we show how to ﬁnd all α sampled suﬃxes T [x . . .n− 1]
satisfying the conditions x ≡ 0 (mod α), T [x . . . x+ p − 1] = P [0 . . . p − 1] and  x r. As we have deﬁned a tuple (x, y, z)
for each α sampled suﬃx, the above PRSS query can be reduced to the following geometric range searching problem:
report all those tuples (x, y, z) such that   x  r and L f0  y  R
f
0 . This query can be answered in O (log logn + occ0)
time using the RR3D structure, where occ0 is the number of offset-0 occurrences. Let (x, y, z) be a reported point, then
x is an answer to PRSS query. Now, we generalize this to ﬁnding offset-t occurrences. Finding all offset-t occurrences for
1 t  α − 1 can be reduced to the following geometric problem: report all those tuples (x, y, z) such that + t  x r + t ,
L ft  y  R
f
t and L
r
t  z  Rrt . This query can be answered in O (log logn + occt) time using the RR3D structure, where occt
is the number of offset-t occurrences. Let (x, y, z) be a reported point, then x − t is an answer to PRSS query. That is,
T [x− t . . . x− t + p − 1] = P and  x− t  r.
Lemma 4. For p = Ω(log2+ n), the PRSS query can be answered in optimal O (p + occ,r) time, where occ,r is the number of
occurrences of P in T [ . . . r].
Proof. The total time for computing the suﬃx ranges in CSA f is O (p) and the time for ﬁnding the suﬃx ranges of α − 1
preﬁxes of P in CSAr is O (α). The RR3D structure takes O (log logn+ occt) time for reporting all offset-t occurrences within
T [, r]. Therefore the total time is O (p + α +∑α−1t=0 (log logn + occt)) = O (p + log2+/2 n log logn + occ,r) = O (p + occ,r)
(note that p = Ω(log2+ n)). 
By combining Lemmas 3 and 4, we have Theorem 3.
The index space can be further reduced and the following is our result.
Theorem 4. There exists an |CSA f | + o(n) bits index supporting PRSS queries in O (p + occ,r + log3+ n) time, for p = Ω(log2+ n).
Proof. Hon et al. [11] showed that CSAr can be maintained as a sparse suﬃx tree taking O (n logn/β) bits in addition to
CSA f with an O (β) slow down in pattern search. Therefore CSAr can be replaced by an o(n) bits sparse suﬃx tree by
choosing β = Θ(log1+/2 n). The resulting query time will be O (p + occ,r + αβ). 
5. A compact index for all patterns
In this section, we introduce a compact index for PRSS queries which works without any restriction on the length of the
query pattern. This can be seen as an extension of the 2-D technique by Grossi and Vitter [10] to 3 dimensions. The main
result is captured in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. There exists an O ( 1
3
n logσ) bits space and O (p + occ,r + n) query time index for the PRSS problem.
Firstly, we introduce a new sampling factor α′ =  logσ n, where 0<  < 1/2. Then, an occurrence of P at position i in T
is an offset-t occurrence for some t = i mod (α′) ∈ [0,α′ − 1]. Based on pattern length, we categorize the occurrences into
two cases and handle both cases separately.
5.1. Case A: offset-t occurrences for t < p
In this case a suﬃx of P will be a preﬁx of some α′-sampled suﬃx. Therefore all such occurrences can be reported
using a similar data structure described in the previous section. Because of the new sampling factor α′ , the number of
triplets to be maintained as an RR3D structure is O (n/α′) = O (n logσ/( logn)). Note that Chan et al.’s RR3D structure is
not affordable in this scenario. In Section 5.1, we will introduce an RR3D structure taking O ( 1
2
n logn) bits space which can
answer queries in O (n + |output|) time, where  is any positive constant. By using this data structure, our index space can
be bounded by O ((n/α′) 1
2
logn) = O ( 1
3
n logσ) bits.
5.2. Case B: offset-t occurrences for t  p
This case is necessary when the pattern size p < α′ , the sampling factor. We call a segment T [x . . . x + α′ − 1] of T of
length α′ a block B(x) if x mod (α′) = 0. A block is always a preﬁx (of length α′) of an α′-sampled suﬃx. The number
of blocks of T is Θ(n/α′) = Θ(n logσ/( logn)), whereas the number of distinct blocks is γ = σα′ = O (n) and these are
represented as B1, B2, B3, . . . , Bγ . Let Li be the sorted list of starting locations of the block Bi in T . That is, it is the
sorted list of all x such that B(x) = Bi . Clearly ∑γi=1 |Li| = O (n/α′) and the total space for maintaining all such Li ’s is
O ((n/α′) logn) = O ( 1n logσ) bits. We may call an occurrence of P within the block Bλ as a type-λ occurrence.
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in Bλ and ﬁnd all its occurrences using any standard string searching algorithm taking O (α′) = O ( logσ n) time. If there is
an occurrence of P at position j in Bλ[0 . . . α′ −1], then P occurs at positions x+ j for all those x with B(x) = Bλ . Therefore
by using the list Li , all those type-λ occurrences of P within T [ . . . r] can be quickly computed in O (logn + |output|) time
(O (logn) is needed for an initial binary search of  in Li). Repeat this procedure for λ = 1,2,3, . . . , γ , and the total query
time can be bounded by O (p + γ logn + occ,r) = O (p + occ,r + n) (by adjusting the constants).
5.3. RR3D structure: O ( 1
2
n logn) bits space and O (n + |output|) query time
We note that similar structure also appears in [2], but we describe it here for the sake of completion.
We ﬁrst describe a 2-dimensional range reporting structure (RR2D). The idea is to use a B-tree with B = Θ(n). We
may associate each point with a unique leaf node such that, the point with the ith smallest x-coordinate value (ties broken
arbitrary) is stored in the ith leftmost leaf. Therefore, at leaf level, the points are maintained in the sorted order of x-
coordinate values. An internal node stores all those points associated with the leaves in its sub-tree, which are maintained
in the sorted order of y-coordinate. Now, any x range [x, x′′] can be decomposed into O ( 1 B) = O (n) non-overlapping
ranges, such that the points within each range are maintained at some internal node in the sorted order of y-coordinate.
Therefore, an RR2D query can be now decomposed into O (n) RR1D queries on a sorted array. Hence, the time for RR2D
can be bounded by O (n logn + |output|). The tree height is bounded by O (1/), hence the total space is O ( 1n logn) bits.
Using the RR2D structure described above, our RR3D structure can be constructed as follows: maintain a B-tree with
B = Θ(n) and associate each point with a unique leaf node, based on its z-coordinate value. Hence, at leaf level, all points
are in the sorted order of z-coordinate. At every internal node, we maintain an RR2D structure (on x and y coordinates) of
all those points associated with the leaves in its sub-tree. Using similar arguments as before, any RR3D query can now be
decomposed into O (n) RR2D queries, taking O (n2 log2 n+ |output|) time. The index space will be O (1/) times the space
of the RR2D structure, i.e., O ( 1
2
n logn) bits. The factor of n2 log2 n can be made to n by scaling  up by factor of 3. This
does not affect the space bounds in terms of the big-O factor.
6. Conclusions
We showed that the position restricted substring searching problem is hard if one wants to derive a succinct or com-
pressed index. However, there are special cases when the pattern size is long or when we are allowed an additive n factor
in search times. In these cases it is possible to derive space-eﬃcient indexes. There are other unsolved hard problems like
2-dimensional matching or parameterized matching where no succinct solutions exist. An open question is: Can we achieve
similar lower bounds and upper bounds (may be for special cases) for some of these problems?
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